
Veterinary Practice Partners Reports Seventh Consecutive Quarter of Double-Digit Growth
Unique practice partnership model continues to gain traction with veterinary community

KING OF PRUSSIA, Pennsylvania. (October 3, 2013) —Veterinary Practice Partners (VPP) today announced a 
seventh consecutive quarter of double-digit revenue growth across its network of general practices, continuing 
to significantly outperform the broader industry. When compared to total hospital revenue generated during 
the third quarter of 2012, VPP’s partners collectively grew over 12% during the most recent quarter ending on 
September 30, 2013.

“I am delighted for our DVM partners 
that the VPP model continues to deliver 
revenue growth that significantly 
outperforms the overall market and 
other corporate groups. Today’s 
announcement is a testament to both 
the power of the partnership model and 
the value VPP’s marketing efforts can 
create for its partner practices,” said 
Rich Lester, CEO of Veterinary Practice 
Partners. “Revenue growth remains one 
of our top priorities and I believe our 
partners remain poised to outperform 
the market for the foreseeable future 
as we continue to launch innovative 
programs tailored to each of our 
location’s markets.”

VPP’s unique partnership model contrasts with traditional corporate ownership groups in that it co-owns 
veterinary practices with on-site DVM practitioners. This model aligns the goals of VPP and its DVM co-owners 
to deliver high quality medicine profitably.  The model also creates shared responsibility in that VPP’s DVM 
partner oversees the practice’s clinical functions and fosters client relationships while VPP leads the business 
side of the hospital. In addition to leading practice marketing, VPP provides leadership for accounting and 
financial reporting, vendor contracting, human resources management and a host of other business-critical 
functions. The model is also unique in that key decisions are made jointly by both VPP and its DVM co-owners.

“I think our partner practices’ success in continuing to grow revenues is attributable to the fact that we’re 
adding a level of sophistication to the marketing that few independently-owned practices could achieve on 
their own without considerable investments of time and expense,” stated Win Lippincott, VPP’s Director of 
Marketing. “Not only are we optimizing the ‘bread-and-butter’ marketing programs of the industry - reminder 
compliance and new client development - but we’re also focusing intently on the intersection between 
practice marketing and hospital operations to reshape the client experience from before the appointment 
begins to well after the patient goes home. Having a local, DVM co-owner on-site makes these kinds of 
initiatives possible; their local, motivated support is simply invaluable. 
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According to Lee Burnett, DVM, VPP’s partner at Palmetto Animal Hospital in Florence, SC, it is the company’s 
holistic approach to managing practices that allows for announcements like the one made today. “When 
doctors, technicians and reception staff are freed up to focus on the client, and aren’t hassled with the 
headaches of managing a practice, the improvement in overall customer satisfaction can be remarkable. To 
see a group of mature practices growing the way VPP’s partners have is a credit to the company’s unique 
approach.”

Lester added that he anticipates more partnerships closing in 2013 and early 2014. “With seven consecutive 
quarters of double-digit revenue growth at our partnerships, we’re looking forward to continuing to prove that 
our unique co-ownership model leads to above-market revenue growth. Though some other corporate groups 
are apparently slowing their pace of new acquisitions, VPP continues to have productive conversations with 
practice owners who are seeking better work-life balance and a management support team that can expertly 
handle the headaches that many practicing owners these days know all too well.”

About Veterinary Practice Partners 
Veterinary Practice Partners (VPP) is a practice management company that forms joint ventures with veterinary 
hospitals in an effort to accelerate their growth. Rich Lester, Founder & CEO of VPP, developed a joint venture 
model that allows veterinary practice owners to better focus on their most important task – the care of their 
patients – by alleviating the practice management workload that can frustrate many clinical practitioners. 
The crux of the joint venture lies in the delineation of responsibilities: VPP leads the marketing, financial, and 
human resources efforts of the practice’s management while the veterinarian partners lead the clinical and 
client side of the organization. Key strategic decision-making responsibility is shared by both partners. This 
arrangement is particularly compelling to veterinarians who are concerned about becoming employees under 
the traditional 100% corporate-ownership model employed by various entities throughout the industry. For 
more information, please visit www.vetpartners.com or call (866) VET-PART.
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